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Have you ever contemplated your plight in life? Have you looked upon those less fortunate than you

and considered the fact that you have life pretty good? No financial worries. Plenty of food on your

plate. A nice home. A car for easy transportation to wherever you want to go. Nace and Silva Volcic

did just that and what ensued was an adventure and a mission of a lifetime.What was born out of

their desire to help the poorest of the poor was their mission, to follow the path Jesus made before

them, to bear witness to his good news and to sacrifice for the poor. They do so by traveling the

world and raising awareness while living and working among these people. In the pages of this

ebook God is Working, Right Now! you will learn of their story. You will read about the initial late

night conversation that resulted in the forming of Operando. Travel with Nace and Silva as they

make their way around Europe beginning in Assisi moving on to Terni, Stroncone and eventually

Rome. Along the way you will encounter the poor just as they did. Throughout the book, won in

amongst the story of their journey to help the poor, are meditations and prayers. These open

readerâ€™s eyes to the challenges they are facing. They spark real, life-changing contemplation as

to how one can help the poor in their own way. God is Working, Right Now! Is more than a simple

book about a journey of two people. It is a book about you the reader. Not everyone can give up

everything like the authors have, but everyone can find a way to contribute to the easing the

challenges of the poor.
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Who would've thought there are still people who care for the poorest out there. Must be something

greater than just human powers and I like this book as it shows us many of the great works of God if

we only let His master-plan be activated in our lives.

Husband and wife, Nace and Silva Volcic have set upon a journey that many people in society will

find unthinkable. The modern comforts most of us know they have willingly cast aside. Why? To

follow God and to bring awareness to the plight of the poor.In this, the first book about their mission

from God, you will learn what led them to this unique journey. As they travel from community to

community earning their way by helping the poor, you will see what they see and experience what

they encounter. You will learn how they began their non-profit Operando, the foundation from which

they build their journey upon.Their experiences serve as an example for what we can do to aid the

poor. This story of their journey reminds us that even though we may be unable (or unwilling) to take

the same sort of leap of faith that they did, we each can help ease the challenges of the poor in our

own way.

It is a simple story-- someone helping someone else. But, the saga of Nace and Silva goes far

beyond "simple". This couple set aside-- no, they continue to set aside-- everything to work with the

poorest and more destitute in Europe. Everyday, living the most basic lifestyle, these fine people

cross the street from "talking" about their Christian faith to "living" that commitment. Without

fanfare-- without notoriety-- they serve other people.This small book never intends to be a trumpet--

no one is shouting, "Look at us!" This is just a tale of service, intended to shine a light on need and

to light the way for others, who have so very much, to assist those who have so very little.When you

finish going through less then 2 dozen pages, you will not be the same.It is a simple story-- it

conveys a profound message.

I love this work!! When Nace and Silva began to journey and thereafter wrote this ebook about their

experience, they understood completely that people can be tools of God to spread love in different



ways and not necessarily giving financial help. In fact, they help as living testimonies that God is

working in their lives. It's so true that it's important to know how to be happy even living in

poverty.My favorite part was about "chains that bind us" because I totally agree that when we have

inner freedom, how rewarding and what a sense of fulfillment we would feel when we free ourselves

from earthly things. There are more spiritual things to discover in this ebook plus some enriching

prayers! It's your turn to find them. I will read this from time to time to help remind myself how

blessed we are even in darkest times. It's only a matter of finding that silver lining.
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